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When it comes to the appearance of a product, the most important aspect of appearance is the color of the product. Color makes a big part of the look and therefore it is important to ensure that the color of the product has the best quality and level. To ensure that the color of the products was of the best quality and level,
the color is used. Color is a device that is mainly used in industry and laboratories to analyze the color quality of products along with color measurement. What is color? Colorers are highly sensitive devices that can measure the concentration and intensity of a particular color that is used in a product. There are basically
two different types of colorers that are used in industries that are color densitometers and color photometers. Color densitometers measure the color density of the main colors in the color combination in the test sample. Colored photometers are used to measure color reflection as well as transmission. The working
principle of the colorometer Work of colorers is mainly based on the Law of Beer-Lambert. This law states that the absorption of light when passing through the environment is directly proportional to the concentration of the environment. When using color, there is a beam of light with a certain wavelength aimed at the
solution. Before reaching the solution, a beam of light passes through a series of different lenses. These lenses are used to navigate colored light in color. The color analyzes the reflected light and compares with the set standard. The solution then uses a microprocessor installed in the device to calculate the absorption
of light by a solution. If the absorption of the solution is higher than the more light is absorbed by the solution, and if the concentration of the solution is low, then more light will be transmitted through the solution. How can you analyze colors with colorers? To analyze the concentration of an unknown sample, there are
several samples produced from the test sample and then tested using an effective color. After analysis, the transmission and concentration of the tested sample are built on a graph to get a graphic representation of concentration, creating a calibration curve. This curve is then compared to the curve of a known sample,
and the concentration is measured. The application of colorimeters Colorimeters Colorers Testronix can be used to measure the concentration of carols and the intensity of various materials such as: Food ingredients, building materials, textiles, beverages, chemical solutions and many others. Colorimeters Testronix offer
high test search accuracy along with high repeatability speed, which allows manufacturers to provide better color quality and appearance their products. A colorimeter is a device that is used in color. This applies to a device that helps specific solutions absorb a certain wavelength of light. The colorometer is commonly
used to measure the concentration of a known solution in this solution using the Beer-Lambert Act. The color was invented in 1870 by Louis J Duboscq. Check out the Derivative Beer-Lambert Act here. The principle of colorimeter is a photometric technique that states that when a beam of light incident intensity Io
passes through the decision, the following occurs: the part of it is reflected, which is designated as Ir Part of it is absorbed, which is designated as Ia The rest of the light is transmitted and denoted as it is therefore Io and Ia to determine Ia measurements of Io and it is sufficient, therefore, AI the amount of reflected light is
constantly measured by Io and It. Colorimeter is based on two fundamental laws of photometry. We discussed them below: The law of beer: Under this law, the amount of light absorbed is proportional to the concentration of the solution present in the solution. Log10 Io/It is an asc where, like the C absorption index, is the
concentration of the Lambert Act decision: According to this law, the amount of light absorbed is proportional to the length and thickness of the solution taken for analysis. A q log10 Io/It - asb Where, A is a test absorption of the test, as the standard absorption b is the length/thickness of the solution Color Diagram Work
Colorful Step 1: Before the experiment it is important to calibrate the color. This is done with the help of standard solutions of a known concentration of the solution that needs to be determined. Fill the standard solutions in the ditch and place it in the color ditch holder. Step 2: The light beam of a certain wavelength, which
is specific for analysis, is in the direction of the solution. Light passes through a number of different lenses and filters. The color light is moved using lenses, and the filter helps to divide the beam of light into different wavelengths, allowing only the required wavelength to pass through it and reach the cuvette of a standard
test solution. Step 3: When a ray of light reaches the cuvette, it is transmitted, reflected, and absorbed by the solution. The transmitted beam falls on the photo-selector system, where it measures the intensity of the transmitted light. It converts it into electrical signals and sends it to the galvanometer. Step 4: Electrical
signals measured by a galvanometer are displayed digitally. Step 5: A formula to determine the concentration of the substance in the test solution. A q ∈cl For standard and test solutions ∈ and l are permanent AT and CT.... (i) AS and CS..... (ii) of the above two equations, AT × CS and AS × CT (AT/AS) × Where, CT is
the concentration of the test solution AT is the absorption/optical density of the test solution CS is the standard concentration of AS is the absorption /optical density of the standard solution Using colorimeter It is used in laboratories and hospitals to evaluate biochemical samples such as urine, cerebrosal fluid, plasma,
serum, etc. Used in the textile and food industries. It is used in quantitative analysis of proteins, glucose and other biochemical compounds. It is used to check water quality. It is used to determine the concentration of haemoglobin in the blood. The advantages and disadvantages of Colorimeter Some advantages are: it is
an inexpensive method, widely used in quantitative analysis of color samples, easily transportable and transportable. Some drawbacks are: the analysis of colorless compounds is not possible, does not work in IR and UV regions. Colorimetry is one of the methods of spectroanalytic technique. Changing the color of the
solution with the change in the concentration of a solution in the solution, is the basis of color. Color is either an integral color of the component itself, or the formation of a colored species by adding a suitable reagent. The intensity of color can be compared to what is obtained by processing a known amount of chemical
in the same way. Color is a tool that allows for the measurement of light and its intensity to match the color as it is perceived by the human eye. The color compares the measured color with standard colors with the color scheme. The general principles of colorimeter a colorimeter can be used to measure the
concentration of the chemical in the solution, if the chemical gives the solution a characteristic color. The colorful optical system isolates a narrow wave band of light at the chosen absorption peak for the measured chemical. The intensity of the light transmitted at the absorption wavelength is a function of the
concentration of the chemical in the solution. When only light is used at this wavelength, the law of beer is subject to and the maximum sensitivity is obtained for the instrument. The use of a narrow wave band usually makes it possible to eliminate the absorption of other chemicals in the solution. However, the effect of
certain chemicals cannot be eliminated if they alter the complex ion formation of the chemical being measured. This is the case when uranium nitrate is measured in a solution containing nitric acid. A more stable color can be made if the principle of a double beam is used. This is usually achieved by comparing the
intensity of light at the wavelength of absorption with the intensity of the reference beam from the same light source. A list of the use of the colorometer that uses human eye as a detector. The user compares the observed color of an unknown sample with the standard or a number of color standards of known
concentrations. The colorometer is a small and portable device that can be used to analyze color contrast and brightness on a TV or computer screen, allowing the user to customize settings to get the best picture quality. In the printing industry, this device is a major element in the color control system, in addition to
checking electronic components and the quality of pulp paper and measuring the quality of the ink print. The color is also used by diamond dealers to measure the optical properties of gemstones. The tool is also used in cosmetology to measure the sun protection factor of products that apply to the skin. They can
analyze skin volumes and tooth color to help diagnose skin and dental diseases. In real life, hospitals use some of these devices to check the concentration of haemoglobin in the blood. When Hb is rich in oxygen, the blood appears red. High blood concentrations are an indicator of good health, while low levels indicate



that the muscles of the internal organs and brain do not receive enough oxygen. The color is also used to test water quality in real life by screening for chemicals such as chlorine, fluoride, cyanide, dissolved oxygen, iron, molybdenum and hydrazine. Laboratory coloring, also known as digital coloring, is a tool used to
measure the absorption of light wavelengths by a sample at a given frequency (color). Choose a light filter or LED that gives a complete absorption. A data chart in order to get a absorption graph versus concentration. Then use the device to calculate the absorption of the test solution and use a graph to calculate the
concentration of the solution in the test solution. Colorimetry, measurement of wavelength and intensity of electromagnetic radiation in the visible area of the spectrum. It is commonly used to classify and evaluate concentrations of light-absorbing substances.x Colorimeters are used for a wide range of applications in
chemical and biological fields, including, but not limited to, blood, water, soil and food nutrients, determination of the concentration of solution, determination of reaction levels, determination of bacterial crop growth. Unlike spectrophotometry, color is a method of calculating color values perceived by the human visual
system. This is used in applications that fit colors such as matching paint colors. This is used to measure the consistency of products by testing their signature colors to make sure they are not Spoiled. Spoiled. colorimeter principle and applications pdf. colorimeter principle and applications ppt
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